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Transit agencies and authorities in Asia Pacific are increasingly focusing on the deployment of buses (diesel, CNG, electric, hydrogen-fuelled, etc.)
and the modernization of existing bus infrastructure. Increasingly, there is a shift towards the use of clean fuel buses, and targets have been set for
the introduction of zero-emission buses and the installation of related infrastructure by 2030.

To highlight the opportunities in the bus market in the Asia Pacific region, Global Mass Transit Research has released its first edition of the Asia
Pacific Bus Market Outlook Report 2021-2030, the most comprehensive and up-to-date study on this segment in February 2021. The report provides
detailed information on the current bus market and future prospects in 75 cities in 23 countries.

The report comprises two distinct sections.

Part 1 of the report (PPT format converted to PDF) provides an analysis of current bus market size, impact of COVID-19 on the bus market in the
region, bus rolling stock (by fuel type, sub-regions, and age), ridership trends, federal and city government policies impacting the bus market,
operating models, key operators, funding and finance, key pilots, key trends, and recent developments in the region. It also provides a comprehensive
market outlook; details planned bus rolling stock procurements (by fuel type, countries, and geographical variation in demand), planned
fuelling/charging infrastructure (EV charging, hydrogen fuelling, biomethane fuelling, and CNG fuelling), upcoming bus-based infrastructure projects,
and nationwide plans for the deployment of clean buses; gives investment projections; lists open tenders, and discusses key risks and challenges.

Part 2 of the report (city profiles in PPT format and information in MS Excel database) provides updated information on 75 cities. Each city profile
provides information on: city background, city authorities, agencies, developers and operators, key federal government policies impacting the city,
key city level policies for deployment of buses, current network and infrastructure (routes, stops, depots, fueling stations, etc.), current bus ridership,
modal share, existing bus rolling stock (by fuel type, age, supplier, etc.), capex plans, projections for bus procurements, replacements and
modernization, planned investments, new bus procurement plans (by type), bus modernisation plans, technology initiatives, infrastructure expansion
and upgrades, autonomous buses/ shuttles, open tenders, key contracts awarded, recent developments and contact personnel.
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Australia

- Adelaide

- Brisbane

- Canberra

- Melbourne

- Greater Newcastle

- Perth

- Sydney

Azerbaijan

- Baku

Bangladesh

- Dhaka
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Bhutan

- Thimphu

Cambodia

- Phnom Penh

China

- Beijing

- Chengdu

- Guangzhou

- Nanjing

- Nantong

- Shanghai

- Shenyang

- Shenzhen

- Wuhan

- Zhengzhou

- Zhuhai

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region

- Hong Kong

India

- Agra

- Ahmadabad

- Bangalore

- Bhopal

- Chennai

- Coimbatore

- Delhi

- Gurugram

- Hyderabad

- Indore

- Jaipur

- Kochi

- Lucknow

- Mumbai

- Nagpur

- Navi Mumbai

- Pune

- Surat

- Thiruvananthapuram

- Vishakhapatnam

Indonesia

- Jakarta

Japan

- Hitachi

- Kyoto

- Tokyo

- Yokohama

Kazakhstan

- Almaty

- Laos

- Vientiane

Macao Special Administrative Region of the People's

Republic of China

- Macau

Malaysia

- Kuala Lumpur

- Penang

Mongolia

- Ulaanbaatar

New Zealand

- Auckland

- Christchurch

- Wellington

Pakistan

- Karachi

- Lahore

Philippines

- Cebu

- Davao

- Manila

Singapore

- Singapore

South Korea

- Busan

- Changwon

- Incheon

- Seoul

- Suwon

Sri Lanka

- Colombo

Taiwan

- Kaohsiung

- Taipei

Thailand

- Bangkok

Vietnam

- Da Nang

- Hanoi

- Ho Chi Minh



Sources and Methodology
Global Mass Transit Research’s industry analysts have used various primary and secondary sources in preparing this report.

Primary sources include data and statistics obtained through interactions over the telephone and through emails.

Extensive secondary research has also been conducted by the industry analysts. These secondary sources include, but are not limited to:
websites of developers and operators; annual reports; investor presentations; analyst reports; government documents, plans and statistical
databases; websites of relevant ministries and regulators; websites of relevant industry associations; internal and external proprietary
databases; and news articles and press reports. Wherever applicable, all research sources have been cited appropriately in the report.

The finding of these primary and secondary sources, combined with our industry expertise, have been synthesised into the qualitative and
quantitative analyses presented in this report. 

Great care has been taken to ensure that the analysis presented in this report is well supported by facts. Where facts were not available and
assumptions were made, we have listed our assumptions.

Global Mass Transit Research takes every possible care to provide information using resources it believes are most accurate and reliable. It,
however, shall not be liable for losses or consequences, if any, arising from the use of the information contained in the document.

About the Publishers 
Global Mass Transit Research is a leading provider of information and analysis on the global mass transit industry. It publishes 
the Global Mass Transit Report (a monthly newsletter) and Global Mass Transit Weekly (a weekly update). It also operates the
www.globalmasstransit.net website.

Through these products, it provides information on all key developments, trends and issues in the sector; tracks major projects, contracts
and investments; profiles leading mass transit authorities/operators and discusses their strategies; reports on regulatory initiatives and
examines their implementation; provides the latest available data and statistics; and features views and perspectives of experts and top
industry players.

Our Clients
Our clients include leading global organisations such as Accenture, Acciona Infrastructures, Acciona Ingeniería, AECOM, Agence
métropolitaine de transport (AMT), Ansaldo STS, Ansaldobreda SPA, Arriva PLC, Ashok leyland, Automatic Systems , BAE Systems,
Bombardier Transportation, CAF, Central Institute of Road Transport (India), Citadel Capital, City Group Co. K.S.C., CJSC Transmasholdings,
Clever Devices, Confidex Ltd, Corredor Insurgentes SA de CV (CISA), DB Stadtverkehr GmbH, Emco Wheaton, Enthoven Associates, Epsilon
Delta Pty Ltd, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, EvoBus GmbH, GFI Genfare, Giesecke & Devrient GmbH, Halcrow
International Partnership, Harrington-Hughes & Associates, Höft & Wessel AG, HOK, HÜBNER GmbH & Co. KG, IE Singapore, IMG
Consulting, INIT AG, Institute of Transport and Logistics Studies (ITLS), IVU Traffic Technologies AG, Keolis, Knorr-Bremse SfS GmbH, Korea
Smart Card, KPMG, L&T Metro Rail (Hyderabad) Limited, Land Transport Authority, Luminator, Lumiplan, Metropolitana Milanese SpA,
Mobitec, Nokia, Nomad Digital, NXP Semiconductors, Opentide Korea, OTN Systems, Parker Hannifin Corporation, Pöyry PLC, Pradonet Sdn
Bhd, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Public Transport Services (Adelaide Metro), Qnamic AG, RATP, Ringrollers a division of DCD DORBYL (Pty)
Ltd., Rogers Corporation, Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, SAHA International, Selectron Systems AG, Selex ES - A Finmeccanica
Company, Serco, Sesame, Siemens, SNC-Lavalin, Sojitz Corporation, Solaris Bus & Coach SA, Swissrail, Tait Radio Communications, Tata
Realty and Infrastructure Limited, TCRP International Transit Studies Program, Technatomy Corporation, TEMSA Europe NV, Thales Rail
Signalling Solutions, Thetis SpA, Traktionssysteme Austria, Transit Systems, Trapeze Group, TE Connectivity, Unipart Rail, Urban Mass
transit, VDV eTicket Service GmbH & Co. KG, Veolia Transdev, Volvo Bus Corporation, Vossloh España, S.A., Wilson Ihrig & Associates,
WorleyParsons, ZF Friedrichshafen AG, etc.
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